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White Drive Products offers both single and dual element 
speed sensor options providing a number of benefits to 
users by incorporating the latest advancements in sensing 
technology and materials. The 700 & 800 series motors 
single element sensors provide 60 pulses per revolution 
with the dual element providing 120 pulses per revolution, 
with all other series providing 50 & 100 pulses respectively. 
Higher resolution is especially beneficial for slow speed 
applications, where more information is needed for smooth 
and accurate control. The dual sensor option also provides 
a direction signal allowing end-users to monitor the direction 
of shaft rotation .

Unlike competitive designs that breach the high pressure 
area of the motor to add the sensor, the White Drive Prod-
ucts speed sensor option utilizes an add-on flange to locate 
all sensor components outside the high pressure operating 
environment. This eliminates the potential leak point com-
mon to competitive designs. Many improvements were 
made to the sensor flange including changing the material 
from cast iron to acetal resin, incorporating a Buna-N shaft 
seal internal to the flange, and providing a grease zerk, 
which allows the user to fill the sensor cavity with grease. 
These improvements enable the flange to withstand the 
rigors of  harsh environments. 

Another important feature of the new sensor flange is that it 
is self-centering, which allows it to remain concentric to the 
magnet rotor. This produces a consistent mounting location 

Z - 4-pin M12 male connector
This option has 50 pulses per revolution on all series except 
the DT which has 60 pulses per revolution. This option will 
not detect direction.

Y - 3-pin male weatherpack connector*
This option has 50 pulses per revolution on all series except 
the DT which has 60 pulses per revolution. This option will 
not detect direction.

X - 4-pin M12 male connector
This option has 100 pulses per revolution on all series 
except the DT which has 120 pulses per revolution. This 
option will  detect direction.

W - 4-pin male weatherpack connector*
This option has 100 pulses per revolution on all series 
except the DT which has 120 pulses per revolution. This 
option will  detect direction.

*These options include a 610mm [2 ft] cable.

SENSOR OPTIONS

SPEED SENSORS

Grease fitting allows sensor cavity to be filled with 
grease for additional protection.

Internal extruder seal protects against environmental 
elements.

M12 or weatherpack connectors provide installation 
flexibility.

Dual element sensor provides up to 120 pulses per 
revolution and directional sensing.

Modular sensor allows quick and easy servicing.

Acetal resin flange is resistant to moisture, chemi-
cals, oils, solvents and greases.

Self-centering design eliminates need to set magnet-
to-sensor air gap.

Protection circuitry
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for the new sensor module, eliminating the need to adjust 
the air gap between the sensor and magnet rotor. The o-
ring sealed sensor module attaches to the sensor flange 
with two small screws, allowing the sensor to be serviced 
or upgraded in the field in under one minute. This feature is 
especially valuable for mobile applications where machine 
downtime is costly. The sensor may also be serviced without 
exposing the hydraulic circuit to the atmosphere. Another 
advantage of the self-centering flange is that it allows users 
to rotate the sensor to a location best suited to their applica-
tion. This feature is not available on competitive designs, 
which fix the sensor in one location in relationship to the 
motor mounting flange.
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SINGLE ELEMENT SENSOR - Y & Z

DUAL ELEMENT SENSOR - X & W

Supply voltages ................................................7.5-24 Vdc
Maximum output off voltage .......................................24 V
Maximum continuous output current .................... < 25 ma 
Signal levels (low, high) .................... 0.8 to supply voltage
Operating Temp ................-30°C to 83°C [-22°F  to 181°F]

Supply voltages ................................................7.5-18 Vdc
Maximum output off voltage .......................................18 V
Maximum continuous output current .................... < 20 ma 
Signal levels (low, high) .................... 0.8 to supply voltage
Operating Temp ................-30°C to 83°C [-22°F  to 181°F]

SENSOR CONNECTORS

PROTECTION CIRCUITRY

The single element sensor has been improved and in-
corporates protection circuitry to avoid electrical damage 
caused by:

SPEED SENSORS

FREE TURNING ROTOR

The ‘AC’ option  or “Free turning” option refers to a specially 
prepared rotor assembly. This rotor assembly has increased 
clearance between the rotor tips and rollers allowing it to 
turn more freely than a standard rotor assembly. For spool 
valve motors, additional clearance is also provided between 
the shaft and housing bore. The ‘AC’ option is available for 
all motor series and displacements.

There are several applications and duty cycle conditions 
where ‘AC’ option performance characteristics can be 
beneficial. In continuous duty applications that require high 
flow/high rpm operation, the benefits are twofold. The ad-
ditional clearance helps to minimize internal pressure drop 
at high flows. This clearance also provides a thicker oil film 
at metal to metal contact areas and can help extend the 
life of the motor in high rpm or even over speed conditions. 
The ‘AC’ option should be considered for applications that 
require continuous operation above 57 LPM [15 GPM] and/
or 300 rpm. Applications that are subject to pressure spikes 
due to frequent reversals or shock loads can also benefit 
by specifying the ‘AC’ option. The additional clearance 
serves to act as a buffer against spikes, allowing them to 
be bypassed through the motor rather than being absorbed 
and transmitted through the drive link to the output shaft. 
The trade-off for achieving these benefits is a slight loss of 
volumetric efficiency at high pressures.
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 PIN
 1 positive brown or red
 2 n/a white
 3 negative blue
 4 pulse out black

Z Option
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 PIN
 1 positive brown or red
 2 direction out white
 3 negative blue
 4 pulse out black

X Option

 PIN
 A positive brown or red
 B negative blue
 C pulse out black
 D n/a whiteC B A

Y Option

CD B A

 PIN
 A positive brown or red
 B negative blue
 C pulse out black
 D direction out white

W Option

 • reverse battery protection
 • overvoltage due to power supply spikes and   
  surges (60 Vdc max.)
 • power applied to the output lead

The protection circuit feature will help “save” the sensor 
from damage mentioned above caused by:
 • faulty installation wiring or system repair
 • wiring harness shorts/opens due to equipment
  failure or harness damage resulting from
  accidental conditions (i.e. severed or grounded   
  wire, ice, etc.)
 • power supply spikes and surges caused by other  
  electrical/electronic components that may be 
  intermittent or damaged and “loading down” the   
  system.

While no protection circuit can guarantee against any and 
all fault conditions. The single element sensor from White 
Drive Products with protection circuitry is designed to handle 
potential hazards commonly seen in real world applications.

Unprotected versions are also available for operation at 
lower voltages down to 4.5V.
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The valve cavity option provides a cost effective way to 
incorporate a variety of cartridge valves integral to the mo-
tor.  The valve cavity is a standard 10 series (12 series on 
the 800 series motor) 2-way cavity that accepts numerous 
cartridge valves, including overrunning check valves, relief 
cartridges, flow control valves, pilot operated check fuses, 
and high pressure shuttle valves. Installation of a relief car-
tridge into the cavity provides an extra margin of safety for 
applications encountering frequent pressure spikes.  Relief 
cartridges from 69 to 207 bar [1000 to 3000 psi] may also 
be factory installed.

VALVE CAVITY

For basic systems with fixed displacement pumps, either 
manual or motorized flow control valves may be installed 
into the valve cavity to provide a simple method for con-
trolling motor speed.  It is also possible to incorporate the 
speed sensor option and a programmable logic controller 
with a motorized flow control valve to create a closed loop, 
fully automated speed control system. For motors with 
internal brakes, a shuttle valve cartridge may be installed 
into the cavity to provide a simple, fully integrated method 
for supplying release pressure to the pilot line to actuate an 
integral brake.  To discuss other alternatives for the valve 
cavity option, contact an authorized White Drive Products 
distributor.

Slinger seals are available on select series offered by White 
Drive Products.  Slinger seals offer extendes shaft/shaft seal 
protection by prevented a buildup of material around the 
circumference of the shaft which can lead to premature shaft 
seal failures.  The White Drive slinger seals are designed to 
be larger in diameter than competitive products, providing 
greater surface speed and ‘slinging action’. 

SLINGER SEAL

Slinger seals are also available on 4-hole flange mounts 
on select series. Contact a White Drive Products Customer 
Service Representative for additional information.


